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Nonlocal electron kinetics and spectral lines emission in a positive discharge column of argon
D.V. Kalanov 

In the present work a solution method for kinetic equation with account for acceleration of electrons in nonhomogeneous fields, spatial gradients, elastic, inelastic and ionizing collisions was modified. Calculations of the EDF in different potential fields were performed and data for spatial distributions of rates for straight and stepwise processes in such fields were obtained. Measurement capabilities for spectral line spatial distributions using photodetectors and CMOS-cameras were analyzed. Problems connected with spatial resolution for such registration methods were studied out. Measurements of radial distributions for spectral lines in positive discharge column of argon were performed in a range of conditions where an effect of spatial shift from the discharge axis for excitation rate maximum was predicted.  Interpretation of the observed experimental dependences, connected with precise excitation rate calculations for small radial potential variations was proposed.
Finally, some conclusions of this work.
1.	Correct consideration of the light flux from discharge periphery should be taken into account in experiments with discharge emission registration using CMOS-cameras.
2.	Experimental data shows no shift of spectral line intensity maximum for an observed range of discharge parameters.
3.	Presence of an supposed effect depends strongly on radial potential form.
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